
DESIRE IN RUINS - 'STATEMENT' 
I) 'Ues ire In Ruins', like 'Ruins Of Glamour/ 
Glamour Of Ruins', seeks the negation of all 
forms of abstraction. It contests the myths of 
individuality and value built on contemporary 
art practice. Indeed, it contests art practice 
itse lf. The installation stands in opposition to 
both modernism AND post -modernism, which 
are simply two stages in a single trajectory . 
2) Like 'Ruins Of Glamour', 'Desire In Ruins' 
exposes the control mechanisms built into 
architect ure. The wall pieces in these 'shows' 
trigger in the 'spectator' a standard response to 
the gallery, as an architectural space in which 
art is displayed. The gallery acts as a frame 
within which one set of 'ideas' and 'experiences' 
are sea led off from all the others, and, as a 
direct result of this separation, granted a 
privilege d position. By 'unconventional' deploy
ment of floor pieces and lighting, 'Desire In 
Ruins' interrupts the smooth-running of this 
function, and reveals the ideological role played 
by all sys tems of value. 
:J) A brief desc ription of 'Ruins Of Glamour' 
may assis t orientation to 'Desir e In Ruins'. 
Specta tors entering Chisenhale Studios, Lon
don, during the course of the 'Glamour' show, 
found themselves blinded by a spotlight. Since 
there was a wall to their left, they were forced 
to veer right. They thus found themselves 
entering a spiral of heaped coal. Any progress
ion beyond the outer ring of the spiral was 
impeded by sharpened wood spikes. Similarly, 
it was not poss ible to step over the spiral at the 
point wher e the spotlight was hung. Spectators 
were thus forced to step over the spiral at a 
point just infront of the spotlight. By turning 
their backs to the light, they would find 
themselves at the best vantage point for 
viewing both the exhibition and any other 
specta tors (particularly those entering the 
gallery). 

Karen Eliot 

THE ROLE OF SIGHT IN RECENT 
CULTURAL HISTORY 

"The text is a stage of the Spectacle , and the 
Specta cle is fully realised in this text. " 
Karen Eliot, Th, Condition In Which Ideology 
l\lar,rialim l1Jdf 

Those "t hcorotician s" who were able to 
abandon their " imagin ative" faculties, knew 
that the "loss of the real", which post-modern 
"philosophers " had spent so long articulating, 
\\'as 110 more than hot air. Indeed, the 
stu piditv of such false-consciousness was 
amplv demon strated bv its utter "irrelevance" 

to the vast majority of the dispossesed. And 
even those who professed to be living in an 
age of "hyperreality ", were not so divorced 
from "the real" (power), thet they were unable 
to hold down "respectable" academic posit-
ions . __ .. · 

For all the words they wasted attempt ing to 
articulate an anti -ocular discourse, the likes of 
Foucault, Baudrillard, Lyotard and Derrida 
came no nearer to abandoning "vision" than 
their pathetic "r ival" Habermas, whose 
"Marxist" pretensions were laughable when 
measured against the poverty of his 
"thcon;tical practice" . · 
· Text was '\, i~i~n" for those who were 
unable to see. It "explained" the world in 
terms which rendered this very "explanation" 
"meaningless ". More real than the real, text 
sought to illuminate the world with a light so 
intense it would irreperabl y damage the retina , 
leaving the "reader" in a position where s/he, 
too, could no longer sec. 

Text was "inner vision" "insight" a 
"powerful device" which deni~d the "reality" 
of Po~er. Words, a series of ciphers strung 
across a physical space, letters arranged to 

create "meanings". This final characteristic 
.vas totally at odds with the avowed "tenets" 
ui the "pos t-modern scene" . Ironicall y the 
"concept of hyperreality " was articulated 
almost "exclusively" through the manipulation 
of text . 

The "crisis of the sign" never existed out side 
the .confines of the university and the salon. 
Post-modernism served Capital precisely be
cause it promoted a debate over "meaning ". 
Where as what had always interested those in 
Power was the effect (use value) of symbols, 
both singularly and in combination. Thu s 
while "post-modernists" ranted about the 
"loss of the real", advertising agencies contin
ued to sell product s by effectively manipulat
ing signs. 

If post-modernism had been taken to its 
"logical" conclusion, "art" would have become 
indistinguishable from "advertising " . Instead, 
"art marketeer s" packaged the manipulati on.of 
existing language s by "fine artists" as a "new" 
art practice. Thus the shift from "modernism " 
to "post-modernism" consisted of a switch 
from (deliber ately) failed attempts to create a 
"new" and "universal" language, to an admiss
ion that "art" consisted of the manipulation of 
pre -existing (symbolic) elements . 
- Bob Jones 

ADVIRTIHMINT 

HAIR LOSS DREAKTHROUGIU 

Lost Hair can now 
be replaced 
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PLAGIARISM AS NEGATION IN CULT
URE 
GIVEN the total colonisation of daily life by 
Capital, we are forced to speak the received 
language of the media. It has always been 
imposs ible to give coherent expression to 
thoughts and practices which oppose the 
dominant ideology. However, we do not seek 
the creation of new languages. Such an act is 
doomed to failure and plays into Capital's hands 
lby reinforcing the myths of 'originality' and 
'individual creativity'). Rather, we aim to 
re-invent the language of those who would 
control us. 
While we refute the concept of 'originality', we 
do not find it problematic that the idea of 
plagiarism implies an original. Although we 
believe all 'human creativity ' is accumulative 
(that is to say, that all 'innovations' are built on 
the sum total of what has gone before), it does 
not trouble us that there is, in the past , a 'point 
of origin'. We cannot give an account of this 
'point of origin' and will not waste our time 
making philosophical speculations about such 
irrelevancies. 

Plagiarism is the negative point of a culture that 
finds its ideological justification in the 'unique'. 
Indeed, it is only through the creation of 'unique 
identities' that commodification can take place. 
Thus the unsuccessful search for a new, and 
universal, language by 'modernist artists' 
~hould be viewed as a high point of the capitalist 
project. However, this in no way implies that 
'post-modernism' is somehow more 'radical' 
than its precursor. Both movements were 
simply stages in a single trajectory . Such 
developments reflect the establishment's ability 
to recupe rate actions and concepts which in the 
past threatened its very constitution. 'Post
modern appropriation' is very different to 
pbgiar ism. While post -modem theory falsely 
asser ts that there is no longer any basic reality, 
the plagiarist recognises that Power is always 
a reality in historical society . 

Post-modernists fall into two categories. The 
first of these are cynics who understand the 
ideological process in which they play a minor 
role and manipulate it for perso nal gain. The 
second category of post-moderni sts are simply 
na·ive. Bombarded by media images, they 
believe that the ever changing 'normality' 
presented by the press and tv constitutes a loss 
of 'reality'. The plagiarist, by contrast, recog
nises the role the media plays in masking the 
mechanisms of Power, and actively seeks to 
disrupt this function. 

By reconstituting dominant images, by subject
ivising them, we aim to create a 'normality' 
better suited to our requirements than the 
media nightmare dictated by Power . However , 
we have never imagined that this can · be 
achieved solely through 'gallery' exposure . The 
attitudes used to sell washing powder have a 
powerful hold over our consciousness precisely 
because the images associated with them are 
those most often reproduced in the media. For 
an image to be effective it needs continuous 
reproduction in the press and tv. The only 
viable alternative to our strategy of exposure to 
images reconstituted by the process of plagiar
ism, is the physical destruction of transmission 
stations and print technology. 

-Karen Eliot 

OOO 

A MANIFESTO OF DIFFERENCE 
I. We understand how 'agreement' is not a 
desirable precondition of group action. 
2. Agreeing to differ we suggest disagreement 
has more going for it than manifested unity. 
That if we cannot act without agreement then 
nothing will ever change. 
3. We're pleased we don't like each other; why 
should common hatred keep humans apart? 
4. lit a worlds with a million zillion different 
viewpoints we have to articulate change 
without waiting for ponderous democratic 
procedures to produce an illusory concensus 
of desire. 
5. Vicious nasty arguments don't cloud the 
reality that we are each brilliant. We have 
clear understandings of our realities on the 
brink of a leap into an awesome present 
beyond imagination . 
6. The sense that human history has reached 
a point at which cathartic change cannot be 
further postponed. That we each take full 
responsibility for the nature of these changes. 
This is the main subject of our disagreements . 
To leave desire in ruins and grasp present 
time. 
7. Never have so few disagreed about so 
much. Such is the nature of our resistance. 
Only self discipline keeps us from tearing each 
other apart. 
8. SPONTANEOUS CULTURE NOW! Only by 
the recognition of our difference can we live 
without coercion. 
9. Human dignity requires no agreement. 
(S.S. to DESIRE IN RUINS 12. 10. 86) 

J.. -
_________________________ ___;.,.. 

DESIRE IN RUINS 
PEOPLE still mostly base the important 
decisions in life on what they like and dislike. 
But advertising and history have long since 
undermined and ruined this instinctual base of 
choice and decision. What is more workable, 
what makes us happier as a social whole, what 
(even) makes the short term survival of the 
world eco system more secure, is most often 
not what we seem to be attracted to. All seems 
to be what it is not. Solutions are not to be 
found in innovations and inventions any 
more.. . we have enough conceptual and 
concrete gadgets. Instead we can only base our 
choice and motivation on our critical thinking 
(in dynamic relation with sh immering 
'desires') . No more everything ... good or bad. 
Relations in the broadest and most routine 
sense are more complex than that - less linear. 

The -same is true in Art. We cannot rely on 
our intuitive judgment any more for more 
than snap decisions. Our thinking will direct 
our choices of what to spend time looking at 
more closely. What to spend time with. To 
give attention to. Flicking through a wide 
selection of human faces intuitively we will 
spend much more time looking at the 
glamorous faces. What seems to be aesthetic
ally pleasing must be brought under scrutiny 
before it seduces us. 

To cover all before us (here I talk of activity 
as well as appearances) in a lightweight political 
surface. Approach with passionate caution . 
Touch. Test. Praxis. 

'Keeping Thinking Live' 
Philosopher's Union 

It is the END of DESIRE as a motivation of 
history . The commodity has devolved power 
relations in appearance only. 'Consumer 
Power' can now be actualised in the negation of 
desire. 

The negation of desire is not to be found in 
the withdraw! of asceticism nor post-AIDS sex 
(although both may have their uses). The 
negation of desire resides in the reification of 
thought and subsequent reconception as the 
artifact is abandoned or destroyed . Otherwise 
the negation of desire is the offensive dis
mantling of desire as commodity and desire as 
the unthinking replay of the hurt recordings of 
past history . The first is the strategy in our, 
appearance in the roles of 'artists ', the second 
in our social relations. The relation between 
the two is plagiarism. 

(Stefan Szczelkun, 25-3-87) 

--- --- ---- ----ci 

GLAMOUR IS UNITY 
NOW that the Spectacle , th at is a society reduced 
to appearances by the comm od ity, has invad ed 
every surface of the body and from there to almost 
every human relationship and certainly every 
relationship mediated through comm odity/ mn lia 
that has an aspiration to power, every previo,,s 
territ ory of class oppression is red uced under the 
one umbrella. Glamour . Now whites feel d isgus t 
for blacks not directly for their colcltwbut because 
they are not glamourous. (Glamourous blacks are 
invited to participate in the positively discrimin 
atory tokenism masqueradin g as ant i-racis m .) 
Women can have equal opportunities if they have 
'good' enough legs. Th ere's nothing wrong with 
disabilit y as long as you can't sec it. Sexua lly 
abused children make the news but the fact the 
ph ysical isolation of most young peop le is caused 
by adult sexual dis t ress which perpetuate the 
neuro tica lly frozen longi ngs of society is un
menti oned . It's trendy to be WORKING CLASS as 
long as you clean behind your ears and speak 
clearly and distinctly. 

In this way glamour is permeating all areas of 
oppresion and unifying them. The new sty lish 
leftists liberate themselves from obsolete forms of 
oppression and rush to fall under the g litter ing 
yoke of glamour. To shake off th e un ificat ion of 
separations req uires a convulsion which begins in 
our own bodies, from our own histo ries, and 
emanates out through society in the dest ruct ion of 
commodity consciousnass. This social earthquake 
in which the accumulated fear which is rhe g lue of 
class society will find its solvent and shak,· the 
New W orld to pieces. 

{{{{ {{ 
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NO FUTURE 
BAUDRILLARD privileges the position of th e 
'punk generation': this new generation of 
rebels which signals its knowledge of its 
certain doom by a /Jypcrccmformisl si11111lation 
(in fashion , language, and lifestyle) re
presenting that moment of refraction wh
ere the simulational logic of the system is 
turned , ironically and neutrally, back 
against the system. Baudrillard is a new 
1(>m>c political theorist because he under
stood that in a system whose imperative is 
the "over-production and regeneration of 
meaning and speech," all the social move 
ment s which "bet on liberation , emancip
ation, the resurrection of the subject of 
history, of the group, of speech as a raising 
of consciousness, indeed of a 'seizure of the 
unconscious' of the subjects and of the 
masses " are acting fully in accorda11ce with I/Jc 
political logic of the system. 
Papa said to Mama as he passed around the 
black-ey ed peas, 
Well Billy Joe never had a lick of sense pass 
the biscuits please, 
There's five more acres in the lower forty 
I've got to plough, 
And Mama said it was a shame about 
Baudrillard anyhow. 

Until this week, this closely knit comm
unity across the Hudson River from Man
hattan liked to think of itself as a model for 
other small towns. 

Then, in a dramatic group suicide on 
Wednesday morning, four local teenagers 
locked themselves in a garage , climbed into 
a car and switched on the engine. 

Under the unwelcome stares of rep9rfers 
from around the country, many of Bergen
field's 25,000 people have been asking 
themselves what went wrong and how 
they can keep it from going wrong again . 

Although "cluster suicides" are common 
in the United States - one death triggers 
others in the same locale - a suicide pact 
such as this one, among four teenagers, is 
rare. 

Their deaths followed four other sus
pected suicides by Bergenfield teenagers in 
the past eight months. All eight suiciders 
know each other. 

What motivated Thomas Rizzo, Thomas 
Olton and sister Cheryl and Lisa Burress to 
take their lives is unclear. What is clear, 
however , is that the elaborate safety nets 
put in place by Bergenfield's conscientious 
leaders failed the individuals most at risk 
who already had fallen through. 

The two boys and Cheryl Burress were 
beynnd th e reach of many juvenile assist
an ce pro grammes because they had dropp
t•d tn1t of high school. Lisa, aged 16, was 
suspPnded from school last month for 
n· .,~o ns "ffi cials will not disclose. 

Police Lieutenant Donald Stumph, head their secr e tion of des ires without the postmodem to the extent that it impli es a 
of Bergenfield's youth counselling progr- mediation of languag e. The murderer of real loss of social solidarit y, and nominat es 
amme, is proud of the town's 32 juvenile natural sex was Foucault who , on the sex without secretions - sex without a body 
assistance programmes ranging from Ad- question of an essentialist sex, like Nietz- - as a substitute for the normal passag e of 
op_t-A-Cop, aimed at elementary s~hool sche before him on the question of an bodily fluids. Herpes , the electrical dis eas_e 
children, ~o Proiect Yes (Youth Environ- essentialist power, announc ed the pres- par excellence, 1s the McLuhamte dis ease : 1t 
ment Services). But he acknowledges that ence of a "discursive sexuality," of the actually tracks the network of the central 
the most troubled teenagers usually are the sociological requirement in the modem nervous system making herpes a perfe ct 
mo~t reluctant . to appro?ch adults with regime of having to pass through a complex metaphor for the ruins of a pro cesse d 
their JJroblems, JUSt as their parents are the discourse about sexuality before we could world where, as McLuhan theori zed in 
!east hkely to attend parent-teacher meet- qiscover our sexuality. Foucault's The U11derstand111g Medra, the central nervous 
mgs. ' History of Sexuality stands , in fact, as that system has been ablat ed 111 the form of 

"As a community, we can provide shops, fateful ruptur e between the death of a sex technological media of communication and 
public schools, social services and side- without secretions and the incarceration of is already on its wa y to being exteriori zed 
walks . But there are other things that are sexuality in the prison-house of the social again . Anorexia operat es under the sign of 
equally important, notably the home envir- code. the Anti-Oedipus. Thi s is a disease not of 
onment," Lt Stumph said . b) The death of discursive scxunlillf. The desire, but of the liquidation of desir e: the 

Juvenile-assistance programmes have postmodern condition is typefied by a interiorization of the production of the 
m_us~ro?med in recent y~~rs to cope with a second death in the order of sexuality, the "look" on the text of the (disappearin g) 
tnplmg m US teenage smc1des from 1950 to death of sociological sex and the creation of body . 
1980. Ne"." _Jersey has one of the nation's a type of sexuality which is experienced as . Indeed, !n a recent issu e of the Austr al-
lowest sumde rates . an endless semiurgy of signs: panic sex. The 1an magazme, Art and Text, Sam Schoen-

Diane Ryerson, director of Bergen Coun- presence of sex as a panic site (witness the baum wrote in a brilliant essay , "The 
ty's adolescent suicide awareness progr- hysteria about Aids) feeds on the fear of sex Challenge of the Loss", that if the most 
amme said the crux of the problem is how itself as emblematic of excrem ental culture striking paintings today are about the ruin 
t~ reach "alienated youths" and she named driven onwards by the projection onto the of su~faces - the refusal of the border , the 
high school dropouts end teenage run- discourse of sexuality of all the key crackmg of the surface of the canvas , the 
aways as the groups most at risk. tendencies involved in the death of the transgression of the field and the screen in 

"The dropouts don't have a natural social. Sex today is experienced most of all favour of an art of "related fixtures" and 
support system at school and frequently as a virtual sex, sex without secretions, a "expanding fields" - there is also an 
not at home either . The one peer group sex which is at the centre of the medicalizat- analogical relationship between post mod-
, they can always enter is the one that ion of the body and the technification of em theory and the progression of lesions 
cent~es around drugs and alcohol." reproduction, and which, if its violent and on the surface of the skins of Aids victim s. 
. Like mo_st. of the population of Bergen- seductive repre sentations are everywhere Barbara Cartland sounds positiv ely in 

field, the victims came from lower middle- in rock video , in the language of advertis- her element when discussing Aids. "Aids is 
class fa~ilies livi_ng i~ sin~le-_family houses. ing , in politics , this means that, like a dying a punishment for going against nature . It's 
Be_rgenf_ield, which hes w1thm easy comm- star which burns most brilliantly when it is ~xactl_y what w_e_ m the West, deserve for 
utmg distance from New York, has some- already most exhausted and already on its 1gnormg our spmtual side. We ve gone too 
~imes b~en described as a "blue-collar town way to a last implosion, sex today is dead: fa_r in one direction - blatant sexual immor-
m a white-collar county." the site of our absorption into the simulated ahty . 

Some Bergen County health officials now secretions of ultramodern technology. A "Nature is pulling us back. Natur e 
privately criticise their Bergenfield coll- virtual sex, sex without secretions, is like always adjusts itself. Too many reptiles , 
e~gues for failing to heed the warning the TV ads for Calvip Klein's Obsession then something comes along to wip e them 
signals. perfume, which if they can speak with such out. Same with Aids . Of course we'll have 

W~en you add it all up the cost of real panic anxiety about desire are fascinating to force victims into hospitals or camps. 
love is no charge. because they are actually about just its Did you see those Scottish prostitutes on 

If sexual difference has been so easily opposite: the liquidation of seduction . TV? Boasting how they 9eliberately infect 
absorbed by the mediascape in the form of The world of the Obsessio11 scent is about their clients? No punishment is too severe 
a cynical mutation of gender signs, this the violent end of desire , the transform- for them. " 
implies that sex in the postmodem condit- ation of sexual incitement int o its parodic Since Cartland sets her romances in th e 
ion no longer exists: sex today (from the mode of technified scent for designer past she doesn't have to worry about her 
viewpoint of the ideological constitution of bodies, and of the metamorphosis of characters getting Aids. This gives her 
the body as a text in the political economy obsession into panic boredom. Postmodern some detachment. "It ' s exactly the sam e as 
o~ ~igns) has become virtual sex. Sexual sex has becom e an immaculate deception the Great Plague of London .. Or TB, when 
difference has been ruptured by the play of just because the theatrics of the mechanical I was a child . Exactly as with Aids there 
the floating signifiers at the epicentre of sex of De Sa<le's fornicating machine has was no cure . But nature, I promise youth , 
p~stmodern power. Indeed, it might be been chang ed into its opposite: a site for will adjust itself and find a cur:. Until th en 
said that postmodem sex has undergone a the playing out of the thermodynamics of .. . I was so upset by Liberace s death. lfr 
twofold death. cynical power. was so sweet to his mother." 
a) Tiie death of natural sex. First , there was The diseases of today: Anorexia, Aids , What is still puzzling, though, is why the 
the ~eath of generic sex . a sex which stood and Herpes . These are post structuralist exponents of Western Marxism and critical 
outside of and in silent opposition to the diseases, tracing the inscription of power sociology i~ particular , are so repul sed by 
lang~a_g_e of discourse . and held out the on the text of the flesh and privileging the Nietzsche's pes~i~ism? Smely it cannot be 
poss1b1hty of expenencmg our bodies and . , ruin of the surface of the . body . Aids is a problem of poht1cal practice: even Sartre 

... :. L,~- --



s<1id that political practice in the post
mod e rn century must begin, and perhaps 
can v11!y begin, with unrelieved pessimism; 
to think without illusions and develop a 
realism of concepts on the basis of under
standing cynical power . If Baudrillard's 
deconstructive image of the simulacrum, 
and his great refusals of the referential 
categories of history, society, and normal
ising power, accurately indicate a funda
mental rupture in the objective constitution 
of advanced capitalism, then Nietzsche's 
'pessimism' (which is really the method of 
'perspectival' understanding) becomes an 
entirely realistic strategy for exploring 
postmodern experience. And this event, 
the interpretation of advanced capitalist 
society under the sign of nihilism is the 
basic condition for human emancipation as 
well as for the recovery of the tragic sense 
of critical theory. 

But if it is not a question of the realism of 
politi ca l practice, then might it not be that 
the hostility of Marxist sociology for 
Nietzsche has its origins in Nietzsche's 
position as the stalking-horse of Marx's 
great compromise? M arx insisted that 
concrete labour, the historical side of 
use- va lue and an emancipatory product
ion, be taken out of play , and preserved as 
a privileg ed ontology against the ablation 
of Capital. But Nietzsche's 'accusation' and 
his intimation of 'doom' for Marxist sociol
ogy was that in the postmodern (and so 
post-Mar xist) century, th e re are no lon ge r 
1111y privileged finaliti es. The " horizon has 
been wiped clean ," not just of the finality of 
god (the 111rtnphysical side of the will to 
pow er), but also of capital, labour, demo
cracy, and utility, all the 'referents' of the 
real (the prod11cfivist side of the will to 
power). 

N it't zsc h e's accusation of a cynical his 
tory and hi s poetic of an embodied pow e r 
are th e fateful forms of critique of the 
'rdl'n• ntial illusion'. In the postmodern 
century, the spectre/sign of Nietzsch e 
haunts Cnpitnl now, and promises to return 
us, hl'vond Marx and Nietzsche, to the 
questi,;n uf my th and enlight enment. 

It's a lot less interesting to rne than the 
n1<1ral back lash it 's inspiring. 

Strategic textual appropriations from the 
Postmodern Scene (Kroker and Cook), the 
Guardian, Barbara Cartland and the first lady 
of country music, Tammy Wynette by Art in 
Ruins (Banks and Vowles), 

CODE OF PRACTICE 
"Docs my happiness itself sit in this quiet 
place, my happier ego, my second immortal
ised sell? Still not dead, but also no longer 
living?" Nietzsche Wir K11nstler! (We Artists!) 

I. What remains of the siren ruins 
mE FOUOWING event took place while I was 
living in Hastings on the Sussex coast over 
the five disastrous months which followed 
my twenty first birthday . I was following the 
coast road on my journey home after a night 
spent in a dreary rural pub, where the 
argument had centred on who played Plato 
in Rebel without a Cause. The tide was going 
out. The noises of the town replaced those of 
the country, the breakers veiled both . A 
figure I thought I recognised was just visible 
ahead of me: scarcely a figure in this 
darkness, travelling the same route into the 
imp enetrable night which opened before us 
and covered sea, sky and land. I quick ened 
my pace, confident that in a very few 
minutes I should catch her. But the distance 
between us stayed constant, and I wondered 
that I should have underestimated it so. 
Eventually, when I came within earshot, I 
called out. The figure stopped and turned, 
just as I was drawing close. I could see now 
that she wore a plastic cape which shielded 
her face. Still, I felt certain I knew her . She 
held a shiny object in her hand which I, in 
my cycling gear, took to be a mullet. 
Without a word she plunged the length of 
the long steel blade into my body . Then, 
sighing 'You prick,' drifted off into the dark . 
The chasm between us engulfed me. In a 
dream of death, truth has no place, and I did 
not heed the cop car. 

2. do they woo their ruin? 
Two lovers on the road. The jugg ernaut 
approaches. The shadow closes round us. 
None are saved on this road where th e paths 
of the heedless pave a one way street. 

3. desiring ruins: desire in ruins 
About this work . We could say that install
ation crosses genres - crosses/ transfixes 
genders. It would be an error, one profitable 
to pursue no doubt, one even desired by 
some, to mistake this (shifty/ double-cross
ing) tendency for coherence. There can be 
no such sticking together here , no collage. 
Rather, in these 'ruins', a Jailing together: 
congrnence (cong-ruere) . We may oppose this 

falling to suspension, to hanging ; to standing 
on firm ground; but simply to insist upon 
this opposition (of terms , of those ideas for 
which the terms would stand or fall) would 
be to miss the point. So too , to conflate 
congruence with propriety, the apt with 
what is proper, again diverges from th e case: 
another (interpretative) falling away: from 
where? to where? We know only the flight, 
the path made by the flight. 

As the production of ruins lea ds to yet 
more ruins, so" the ·machinations of desire 
are conducted narcissistically. In both cases 
• the botched reproduction; the divergent 
production of specular figures . Within the 
fascinating traje ctory of ruin, the unstated 
ideal: the fetish of the essential. The desire 
to rise while falling - an economy, balance: 
I need not dwell on the num ero us instances 
which pepper this culture. I read somewhere 
of a trib e, hopelessly inbred, in which such 
a fetish tak es the form not of an 'inanimate 
object' (waiving the 'animat e' nature of 
fetishes) , but of a human being. The 
customs of th e tribe and generations of 
incest hav e resulted in an abundance of 
hermaphrodit es, many of th em sterile (as 
was the case with the Pharaohs of Egypt). 
Every generation, one of th ese is adopted as 
the (figure) 'h ead' of the tribe an d installed 
in a dark place - a hut or cave - at an early 
age. Ben ea th th e cove r of dark water, in a 
Mesmerist 's tub recove red from some ship
wreck , this un co nscious Eros, disinherited 
by unknown pa ren ts , inspe cts both circum
cised sexes. The truth , or nature, the 
mimicry of ren ewal. All this seems nec
essary. 

But you will say this is an obvious fiction. 
Here is another. 

A ruin , open and ina ccess ible. We visit 
Stonehenge: it is not Stonehenge but a 
styrofoam copy some distanc e from the site 
(geographically, historically, symbolically, 
and so on). The two Stonehcnges face one 
another, mirror imag es: King Kong versus 
Metallic King Kong. Whose side arc you on? 
has already been answered for you. It no 
longer matt ers which is 'a uthentic'. The 
processes of authenticity, of authentication, 
give way Lo those of forg ery, of quotation . 
Still ... 

The fake Stonehenge is des tro yed by a 
motl ey convoy of deluded reactionaries. In 
their frenzy , how arc they to know that the 

powers-that-be, in an attempt to hoodwink 
'the enemy', have deviously moved the real 
Stonehenge to the new site? 

Between Usher and Moriarty, resisting , 
promising , modest , we see m al one remove. 
The Men in Black , the Zombie Cop , 
Birnham Wood - we know they'll seek us 
out. 

We have done with th ese materials. 

4 . do they rue their wooing? 
A defintion or split. Exchange. lmpolrn cc. 
Productivity. Mortality. The supposition 
that I have a 'self' locat ed in the categories 
of 'mind' and 'body'. The alienation of one's 
own body and mind. On arrival in th e 
concentration camp I ask wh ere Lo go lo he 
castrated. 

Or : I tattoo my feel and drink wine -
naturally . 

5. what remains of this ire and rueing 
'Jn the best of all possible ruins of the last of 
all possible worlds ' - Idealisation: Dcsir e's 
narcissistic !rans-fixation . Confo unded, gr
ounded in the error of the histor y of an error 
of.. . endless repetitions, narcissistic illusion s 
that pass for the search for the whole. In the 
interfa ce between thes e cndlrss mirrors , in 
the infinite interrogation , in the torture 
chamber, bed , or text. Each mirror a shin,· 
kettle to be lent a shifty neighbour. Each 
shift stamped in the dust of hope. The 
desiring machine stops here. 

-Ed Baxte ( 


